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Each photographic work by Isabelle Hayeur incorporates several

images, using Adobe® Photoshop® software to form an apparently

seamless representation. The smoothness with which she inte-

grates views of sometimes widely differing perspectives and scales

is such that it takes a moment to realize that what she is offering

is an elaborate, artificial construction and not a natural scene.

We have to look at these works with a mental lens that must adapt

its focus back and forth, and in the process we come to under-

stand that issues which appear disconnected are, in fact, related

to one another.

Hayeur’s art is an ecological critique of the effect of urban-

ization on the environment. This exhibition concentrates on her

analysis of the impact suburbs have had on nature through a selec-

tion of photographic works from three series: Model Homes, a

succession of frontal portraits of suburban homes; Excavations,

ground-level views of suburban groupings and the soil surrounding

them; and Destinations, large-scale depictions of the coexistence

of human habitats and their natural surroundings.

The suburban houses of the Model Homes series are studies

in character. Each carries a text of its own. No two are alike, which

is paradoxical given their standardized mode of production. Come

to think of it, it is a characteristic of prefab homes that is always

desirable: you can customize them to your need. Through computer-

ized modifications, this is exactly what Hayeur has done. Tiffany

(2005), a man’s castle if ever there was one, is a monster house

sitting at the foot of a popular downhill skiing mountain in Quebec.

Hayeur has put on even more additions, a garage and supplemen-

tary in-house space, all in a different fake stone covering to make

the collage/architectural addition loudly visible. It’s now as if the

house were bulging with too many pectorals. To the right and in the

distance one can see strings of similar, more modest row houses

buttressed against one another, a development of condos with a

view … of Tiffany. At the bottom and at the back, on the parking lot

behind pretentious Tiffany, a delivery truck from the Coca-Cola

Company stands out like a red sore.

Nadia (2004), on the other hand, is much more modest. It is

covered almost seamlessly in an elegant (though improbable) two-

tone colour combination of tan and dark green vinyl siding. The

grounds at the back of the house have a particular history. At first, 

it was a huge open-air quarry situated right in Montréal—the Miron

quarry. For decades what was extracted out of there served to build

the city, then, at the end of the 1960s, the gigantic hole became a

dumping ground that received the garbage the city produced. In

the 1980s, the city bought the site and it is now a recycling cen-

tre, complete with state-of-the-art biogas recuperation from the

simmering grounds. The city uses the methane produced to heat

about 12,000 houses in the neighbourhood. Its final destination is

to become a park and Nadia is in that park, sitting on 340 million

tons of garbage.1

With the works in the Excavations series, Hayeur examines

the grounds on which the suburban developments are built. Those

grounds become the site of confrontation of different temporal per-

spectives by mixing together two types of soil. The construction

soil is a marker of the quick intervention of the entrepreneur on

the land; he leaves behind a barren soil made up of construction

materials mixed in with clay. The natural soil, shown either through

an excavation revealing several strata of sediment deposits, or

through a resplendent view of the Badlands in Alberta, where the

sediment deposits register a past counted in millions of years, is

a reminder of the time it took for nature to build up the thin layer

of fertile soil that can be so easily ripped away. Blindsight (2005)

shows a nondescript corner of Quebec suburbia where the fore-

ground has been violently upturned to reveal the side of what is

probably a huge hole. The vertical descent takes us down several

strata of sediment deposits,2 and reveals a record of time on a

geological scale. In those sediments, the artist has added a milk

container, pots, shoes …, all partly veiled by computer treatment.

These additions turn the substrata into a vision of millenaries in

the future, when sediments will be littered with plastic trash.

The Destinations series are landscapes on a cinematographic

scale; they are like frozen travellings.3 Citadelle (2003) is a diptych

that shows, side-by-side, two very long images of the same site

taken from different points of view. A cement wall runs across the

entire left panel. The right panel shows the wall from further away,

where it ends, with the ocean opening up and a beautiful sky occu-

pying the entire upper half of the image. The cramped, ugly and

forbidding space of the left panel is contrasted with the open, sub-

lime and inviting landscape of the right panel. The wall of the city 

Opposite: Isabelle Hayeur, Blindsight (detail), 2005, from the series Excavations, digital colour photograph on laminated Duraflex, 267 x 152 cm.
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Above top: Isabelle Hayeur, Tiffany, 2004, from the series Model Homes, digital colour photograph on laminated Duraflex, 109 x 186 cm.

Above bottom: Isabelle Hayeur, Nadia, 2004, from the series Model Homes, digital colour photograph on laminated Duraflex, 107 x 160 cm.
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eventually ends and beyond one finds liberation from it. In this work,

there is no suburbia to cushion the meeting of city and nature. In

a way, this is a positive representation: it would be, ecologically,

a blessing to erase the grounds reserved for suburbia and return

them to nature and farming, and to park humanity inside its cities—

poetic justice.

Les routes de sel (2003), another diptych, shows one site (part

of which was taken at Cape Cod, Massachusetts) in two different

ecological states. One panel, Lagune (Lagoon), presents a luscious

sea-side environment. The skies are loaded with humidity from the

sea and nourish an abundance of plants. The scene could be called

‘idyllic’ if not for a dangerously high level of ground occupancy

along the peninsula. Oued (Wadi), the other panel, shows the same

site in a state of environmental collapse. Of the crowded construc-

tions there are only two original houses left, forming a sort of sur-

vivalist compound. These panels must face one another on opposite

walls to prevent a reading of the diptych as a before-and-after

representation of an ecological disaster. Instead, Hayeur wants

viewers to be put in front of a choice, as if to imply their responsi-

bility in the making of the landscape.

Hayeur’s work is militant in spirit, and it is interesting to see

that her technique of composition of the image recalls an earlier

contentious period in art, the photomontages of the avant-gardes

of the first decades of the twentieth century. There too, the essen-

tial mode of articulation was to bring together, on the same sur-

face, cut-outs from photographs of various realities and to let them

produce discordant effects to reflect the clash of forces within

modern society. There is a difference, however, that time has made.

Then the debate centered around the sharing of resources of a 

plentiful planet. Now, at the beginning of the twenty-first century,

when it looks as if Alfred Hitchcock is going to be in charge of the

weather, it is the fate of the planet itself that is the object of debate.

— Serge Bérard

1 In conversation with the artist during the winter of 2006, and Bandiera,

Sabine, “La Fin de la carrière Miron,” 4 March 2006, http://www.science

presse.qc.ca/dossiers/Miron.html   2 A photograph of the bottom of the

St.Lawrence River at l’Îsle-aux-Grues, Quebec.   3Those are the nice expres-

sions of Enrico Lunghi, “Constructions et Simulations,” Constructions et

Simulations, April 2005, Casino Luxembourg, Forum d’art contemporain,

pp. 5, 6. (My translation, S.B.)
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Her video works have been screened in numerous international festivals.

Most recent exhibitions include Musée d’art contemporain de Montréal (2005),

The Agnes Etherington Art Centre, Kingston, ON (2005), The Prefix Institute

of Contemporary Art, Toronto (2005), The Massachusetts Museum of Con-
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Program at Expo 2005, Aichi, Japan (2005), The Neuer Berliner Kunstverein,
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Serge Bérard has been writing about art since 1978. He received his Ph.D.

in 1999 from the University of British Columbia with a comparative study of
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The hardcover, colour, bilingual exhibition publication Inhabiting: the works

of Isabelle Hayeur, with text by Serge Bérard, is available for purchase from

Oakville Galleries for $35.

Above: Isabelle Hayeur, Les routes de sel (top: Lagune, bottom: Oued), 2003, from the series 

Destinations, digital colour photographs on laminated Duraflex, each 89 x 364 cm.


